
Kelleher International Matchmaking celebrates
30 years of perfect matches.
Kelleher International Matchmaking, the premiere matchmaking service for the busy elite, is
celebrating 30 years of satisfied clients.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA , USA, March 16, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- SAN FRANCISCO,
CA February 22, 2018, - In the late 1980s, Jill Kelleher founded Kelleher International Matchmaking to
fill a void in high-end relationship services. She discovered a client base of high profile men and
women looking for a personal touch and a serious approach to relationship matching.

Today, Kelleher International Matchmaking is the largest privately owned matchmaking firm in the
United States. The clients served by Kelleher have important concerns in relationships that go beyond
the limits of standard dating services and apps such as Tinder or Match. "We do have a way of
customizing the matchmaking, but a computer does not calculate it. We start with the priorities,
asking the most important questions first, and then work our way from there," said founder Jill
Kelleher. Transparency and honesty are values that Kelleher's clients value, and with the firm's
personalized approach of hand-selecting matches, they've grown from their beginnings in the 1980s
to the celebrated position that they hold today.

Not only has Kelleher created a highly successful service for matchmaking based on the standard
romantic criteria; they have also created a mechanism for matching people based on philanthropic
interests, enabling matched clients to support important causes together. "We like to call it changing
the world one match at a time,” says Amber Kelleher-Andrews, CEO of Kelleher. In the last four years,
they have raised over three million dollars for various causes.

For Kelleher International matchmaking, it's much more than a numbers game. What matters is
helping clients find a lasting match, and in that goal, they've been eminently successful. "70% of our
clients find a winning match on their first go around,” says Alexandra, a member of the Kelleher team.

About: Kelleher International Matchmaking is a globally recognized leader in personalized, successful
matchmaking services for high-profile men and women who value privacy, honesty, and transparency.
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